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Question 1b



Student Response

Commentary

In all examiners reports it has been highlighted that candidates must clearly show their
alternating path. Moreover if they choose to work on their diagram then no more than 1 path
should be on a diagram. This’ solution’ shows a number of arrows on the diagram with no
clear order shown. The candidate appears to start at vertex1 but it is then unclear how the
path follows on. The candidate only scores the mark for the final match
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Mark scheme



Question 2

Student response



MD01



Commentary

This solution shows a lack of understanding of a quicksort. They have started with a pivot of
J, perfectly acceptable – although not the best approach. They think that M is before J in the
alphabet! On the next line they have chosen to work with the first sublist only – again
acceptable. Next line working with the second subset is ok apart from their earlier mistake.
However they have then ignored working with the the first subset ie B D and moved onto the
second subset.

The overall solution has scored the method mark but none of the accuracy marks.
The second accuracy mark was achievable if they had considered B D at the appropriate
time

Mark Scheme
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Question 3b



Student Response



MD01

Commentary

Every year a number of candidates fail to realise the difference between finding a minimum
spanning tree and a path through a network. This solution typifies the problem. The
candidate has started at A and worked through to H. It is still possible that these candidates
gain some reward as their ‘path’ is still a spanning tree. Candidates must be aware that both
Prim’s and Kruskal’s algorithm are fundamental parts of the course

Mark Scheme



Question 4(a)(ii)

Student Response

Commentary

Every year in the examiner’s report, it is brought to the attention of centres that the nearest
neighbour algorithm finds a Tour. This means that a path returns to the start vertex. This
solution shows the classic mistake. The candidate still scores 1 of the method marks.
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Mark Scheme



Question 4(b)(i)

Student Response

Commentary

The method of finding lower bounds is still not well understood. Conceptually it is difficult but
it is important that centres concentrate on pupils understanding. Having deleted a vertex
candidates need to connect the remaining vertices with a minimum spanning tree not a tour
without the deleted vertex. The solution highlights this error. The candidate has correctly
identified the 2 shortest edges from B, but has found a tour starting and finishing at T. This
makes the idea of adding 2 extra edges bizarre.

Mark Scheme
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Question 5(a)



Student Response

Commentary

.
When trying to find optimal Chinese postman routes candidates must list the odd vertices,
write down possible pairings, evaluate the sums of these pairings and then add the shortest
value onto the total of all the edges. This solution is a candidate knowing something about
odd vertices but not knowing exactly what to do.

They have found AB, AC and AD without realising that pairs of vertices are required.
Again in their explanation they have referred to Eulerian without fully understanding the
implications.

Mark Scheme
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Question 6(a)

Student Response

Commentary

The question clearly states the variables as x and y. This candidate has chosen to ignore the
question and use s and l. This would be acceptable if later these letters were amended to x
and y. This candidate was not penalised for notation in the remaining parts of the question

Linear programming questions will always be set using x and y as the variables, as the
questions will normally require graphical solutions.
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Question 7
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Student Response

Commentary

Dijkstra’s algorithm is a fundamental topic in Decision 1. Candidates cannot expect to be
rewarded if they choose to answer a question by inspection or by complete enumeration.
This solution shows a candidate writing down values at vertices with no working.
The only marks that are available for candidates in this case are the final mark for 43 at H
(and a mark for the route, if required)
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